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SYDNEY STONE LAUNCHES IT’S NEW  
CERTIFIED SERIES OF RECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT

THE SYDNEY STONE REBUILD CENTRE

At Sydney Stone we take pride in the level of reconditioning that goes into our 
pre-owned equipment and offer a standard 100 days parts and labour warranty on 
machines reconditioned in our shops. With an increase in demand for reconditioned 
equipment we have been sourcing a greater volume and focusing on obtaining the best 
available quality of equipment to meet customer expectations. 

Equipment that qualifies as part of certified series is generally less than 5 years old and 
is already in exceptional condition prior to our reconditioning process. All certified series 
machines will come standard with our New Equipment Five Star Extended Maintenance 
Agreement. The Five Star Agreement will include a comprehensive one year parts 
and labour warranty and two on-site preventative maintenance calls to ensure your 
finishing equipment is always working at its peak. At the end of your first year of Five 
Star EMA coverage, you will be offered to renew this EMA at an affordable annual or 
monthly rate to ensure your investment remains fully protected. *

While we stock a large selection of equipment in our Vancouver location, Mississauga is home 
to our full time inside rebuilt centre where a majority of the equipment is reconditioned by 
our factory trained technicians. Sydney Stone understands that buying pre-owned equipment 
provides your business with a more affordable option and we currently have one of the 
largest inventories of reconditioned finishing equipment in Canada. The Mississauga rebuild 
centre allows us to properly assess, clean and fully recondition the equipment back to factory 
tolerances. Our technicians are factory trained and spend the time to ensure that you receive 
a machine that is ready for the rigors of current on-demand production requirements. Sydney 
Stone does not stop at the reconditioning process, and all machines are supplied with a 
complete set of accessories, tools and manuals that would have been included with the 
machine when it was sold new.

The One Year Five Star EMA includes:

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SOMETHING? 
Whether its a single finishing machine or a complete booklet-making system – drop us a line  
and let us know what you are looking for – many new arrivals are sourced for buyers and do 
not get the chance to appear on our website.

100% PARTS AND LABOUR  
(EXCLUDING CONSUMABLES)

TWO PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
CALLS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

RECONDITIONED FINISHING EQUIPMENT FROM THE WORLD’S FINEST MANUFACTURERSRECONDITIONED EQUIPMENT

* EMA coverage is subject to geographic restrictions.

CERTIFIED SERIES  
DUPLO DPB 500 SINGLE CLAMP 

EVA PERFECT BINDER

Fully Reconditioned with  
Low Book Count $34,995

DC 10/60 Air Feed 10 Bin Collator Matched to the  
Reliable DBM 500 Booklet-maker and 500T Face Trimmer $39,995

Automatic Electric Wire Closer 
$795

20.5” Width with Feeder and Automatic Programming  
$19,995

High Speed Electric Trimmer for 
Material up to 1.8 mm $2,995

10-up Full Bleed Business  
Card Cutting $2,495

Two Pneumatic Numbering 
Heads with Strike Perf $7,995

14” Manual Creaser  
$695

Includes Standard Perfing Heads 
and One Scoring Head $6,495

High-speed Air Feed Folder  
with Perforation $7,995

AKILES FLEXICLOSER DUPLO 205A FULLY AUTOMATIC UV COATER

CERTIFIED SERIES  
FLEXA EXTRIM 260 103”  

ELECTRIC ROTARY TRIMMER

DUPLO CC 228  
BUSINESS CARD CUTTER 

GRAPHIC WHIZARD  
GW 12000 NUMBERING AND  

PERFORATING MACHINE

ROSBACK 223A AIR FEED  
26” WIDE PERFORATOR AND 

SCORING MACHINE

CERTIFIED SERIES  
MORGANA MAJOR AIR FEED 

PAPER FOLDER

DUPLO 5000 SINGLE TOWER SYSTEM BOOKLET-MAKING SYSTEM
14 x 20 MAX SHEET WITH FULLY AUTOMATIC SETUP

MORGANA DC 35  



FORMAX COLORMAX  
DIGITAL COLOUR PRINTER

XANTÉ X-16  
FLATBED UV PRINTER

EN/PRESS

XANTÉ X-33  
FLATBED UV PRINTER

The ColorMax 8 Digital Colour Printer combines the 
latest in inkjet technology with the capacity to produce 
full bleed, full-colour mailing and packaging solutions. 
In addition to envelope printing and addressing, the 
wider, flatter paper path allows users to print on stuffed 
envelopes, 10 x 13 flats, chipboard, corrugated cardboard, 
cartons, padded envelopes and more, up to 3/8” thick. 
Its Memjet® print head has 70,400 ink nozzles and no 
moving parts, which offers higher speeds, lower ink and 
maintenance costs and less noise.

The X-16 and the X-33 cannot be beat. Large flatbed UV printers require huge amounts of floor space in modern print shops. But 
now, Xanté is proud to introduce our new line of UV printers. Compact and powerful, the X-16 and X-33 are designed to output 
signage, graphics, and specialty items on virtually any media without those prohibitive demands on the shop’s floor plan. 

These printers pack all the profitability of a large flatbed into the space of a tabletop device! Five ways to print intense, brilliant, 
pure white: flood, white active pixels, white inactive pixels, white spot color, or no white.

Print variable data and sequentially numbered items with independent color control. Build depth with layers of fast-drying, UV-
cured ink. Create impressive displays that grab attention. This process is fast and renders strong, durable results.

LOOKING TO UPGRADE YOUR  
CURRENT XANTÉ?

Ask us about our loyalty rebate when  
you upgrade to a new En/Press

PRINT ON VIRTUALLY ANY MEDIA

An intuitive 7” colour touchscreen provides greater control over the entire print process, displaying system status and providing 
access to common functions and settings. The ColorMax 8 produces full-colour CMYK output, up to 16.8 million colours, on a 
variety of paper stocks and sizes, with full-bleed capability on media up to 8.5” wide. It can print 1600 x 1600 DPI at 6 inches per 
second, and 1600 x 800 DPI at 12 inches per second.

With its thermal inkjet technology, it doesn’t require heat or contact to create an image, so it can safely be used with pre-
printed envelopes and windowed envelopes without damaging the window or marring the original image. High-capacity ink 
tanks and fully-automated print head cleaning ensure optimum print quality throughout print runs.

Print on virtually any media

Single LED lamp for application to curved items

CMYK + WW

Prints up to 18 x 24”

Print on media up to 7.75” tall

Available in 5 configurations

Print on virtually any media

Dual LED lamps for instant ink curing

CMYK + WWWW

Image area up to 36 x 24” 

Print on media up to 6” tall

iQUEUE SOFTWARE 

True Adobe® PostScript® is at the core of iQueue and it’s 
packed with advanced imaging features. iQueue could not 
be easier to use. With beautiful spot color matching, fast 
variable data, full imposition, and so much more, iQueue 
Workflow keeps your jobs on the shop floor and out the 
door. iQueue workflow software includes a site license which 
means you have unlimited installs for all the users at your 
shop. Everyone can use all the powerful features of iQueue 
and you can easily share jobs between users.

Stand Alone Stand Alone with SL Feeder
Production Press with  

Enterprise Feeder
Production Press with  

High-capacity Tray
Production Press with  

Additional Trays (12.5 x 18”)

PERFECT CTP SOLUTION
Xanté is pleased to announce a revolutionary advancement in Computer-to-plate (CTP) printing technology. The En/Press 
Revolutionary Digital Multi-Media Press with PlateMaker 8 Inside is a brand new polyester CTP system. Specifically designed 
for small commercial printers and print shops, this solution is low cost, high quality, and chemical free. The best part is that it’s 
all contained WITHIN the En/Press which is already the best way to print your envelopes, NCR multi-part forms, stationery, 
invitations, announcements and more!

SAVE TIME AND MAKE MORE MONEY
The En/Press Digital Multi-Media Press with the patented Enterprise High-speed Feed System 
and the new Enterprise-SP Feeder offers users an affordable way to go digital and meet the 
demand for fast, full-color printing. Enterprise’s groundbreaking design features a straight 
multi-speed feed path for a faster and smoother delivery compared to other feed methods. 
The complete digital solution is powered by iQueue Workflow that offers new file editing 
options, new variable data manager, advanced color correction tools and more.

RESOLUTION UP TO 2880 DPI

Improve in-house productivity

Print on a wider range of sheet sizes and media

Dramatically improved print speeds

Up to 4,000 full color envelopes per hour

Lower cost per sheet to reduce production cost

Run full color jobs including variable data in one pass

Output is 100% waterproof

Design templates

Royalty-free specialty fonts

Advanced colour matching capability

NEW NEW

THE LATEST DIGITAL ENVELOPE + FORM PRINTERS THE LATEST IN FLATBED UV PRINTERSOur showrooms 
in Toronto and 

Vancouver  
contain a full 

range of new and 
reconditioned 

finishing equipment 
available for virtual 

demonstration!

In the second issue of the Sydney Stone Tech Report we explore specialty print devices and how to improve your in house 
productivity while saving time and money and growing your revenue streams.

The Xanté En/Press is much more than an envelope printer with the lowest cost for production for envelopes. They run at an 
impressive 4,000 #10 envelopes per hour while maintaining a 4,800 DPI resolution and also allow you to colour match with 
iQueue Workflow that offers new file editing options. It’s never been a better time to reduce your cost! Raise your quality! 
Speed up your turn around!

The NEW Xanté X-16 and X-33 flatbed UV printers are not just a typical sign printer. You can now print on a wide range of 
substrates like, wood, boxes or golf balls and almost any other product. This can allow you to grow your business into many 
new areas such as advertising specialties, indoor metal signs, exterior signs and many more . . .  you are only limited by your 
imagination!

And finally, we are very proud to introduce our new Certified Series of reconditioned equipment which has been  
re-manufactured to the highest standard and backed by our comprehensive Five Star Warranty.

Finish well! 
THE SYDNEY STONE TEAM

THE LATEST PRINTING +  
FINISHING TECHNOLOGY IS HERE NOW 

Send us a PDF file to sales@printfinishing.com, we use the estimating tool in iQueue to let you know the cost to print the job!


